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Dark Tales from Nordic Mythology is a free viking-themed fantasy RPG (Role-Playing Game) with simple real-time gameplay and a mostly linear storyline. The game was in development for
free for years and was eventually released on December 2014, a free open-source Windows Game released under the GNU GPL v3+ license, also available on GOG ( as well as on Steam (
While the game currently features only 9 playable classes (and 3 NPC companions), all classes are available in both male and female variants. A simplistic system for text-based non-player
characters (NPCs) allows for easy modification of dialogue and interaction. Set in an epic world of Nordic Mythology, the game features a diverse cast of unique characters. Each class can
level up each of their skills and use them to increase their combat and trading skills. Skills are divided between two categories: “Combat” and “Trading”. Combat skills can either be used
for melee, ranged combat and special attacks. Trading skills can be used to interact with NPCs in order to trade for items or to perform social interactions with the NPC. Features: 9
playable classes with 13 skills. Ability to change the gender of the character. Easy to create custom character profiles (including a non-player character system). Easy use of text based nonplayer characters (NPCs). Fast-paced real-time combat system. Easy-to-use skill system. Epic storyline with a strong focus on combat. Mature content for mature audiences. Two factions,
Nordics and Slavs, with interesting fantasy lore and an epic storyline. Deep combat system with easy to understand combat skills. Players are always in control of their characters.
Gorgeous graphics and game-play. Viking graphics and music. Music from “Dark Tales from Nordic Mythology” ( and “Freiheit” ( Tutorial video: (
Hero Siege - Neko Viking (Skin) Features Key:
Nice looking game for you and your kids.
Mostly amusing puzzles for you and your kids.
Interesting gameplay with its own dangers.
Relaxing, colorful colour effects.
Look, busy, colourful, and relaxing.
High quality of the graphics made with technical criteria of this game.
An end of the story includes a variety of achievement for you and your kids.
It is best suited for all ages.
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2. Go to the game folder. For example, it is located C:\Program Files (x86)\Origin Games\Petz
Unrar all files. Resulting file is E - C - Z - S - L - T.
After that, don't run the game or click the exe
Copy crack and paste it in the game directory. (for example, it is located C:\Program Files (x86)\Origin Games\Petz)
Selected icon is main menu. To run the game, the game icon will appear in the lower right corner of the desktop.

Additional info:
rulumi.com(MLRom, MLPlus)
site.wb.pl(Beyond)
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